
PLNT Startup program for idea validation:

Startup PLAY
Where curiosity meets talent



Startup PLAY

● What is Startup PLAY?

● Meet the trainer

● Program Startup PLAY

● 6 X Startup PLAYGROUND workshops

● Free Workspace

● Sign up



Get curious,
talk to people,

do experiments.

Startup PLAY Intro



Program Startup PLAY

Design thinking (Double Diamond)

PLNT LEAF model (Triple LEAF)

This is the Double Diamond used in design 
thinking to find the best possible solution for a 

problem you try to solve.
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This is the LEAF model used in Startup PLAY to 
find out if entrepreneurship fits you. Is there 

demand from the market for what you offer? 
What is your role in this?

Inspired on the Design Thinking method, PLNT 
has created the LEAF model for their startup 
courses. It has clear elements of Design Thinking, 
but also empathizes with personal growth and 
connection with the concept. 



“Hi, nice to meet you! I am Sander Kuin and I work as Activation Manager at 
PLNT. You can take my role literally:  I help you activate your entreprecurious 
flame! I do this by teaching and coaching you during our entrepreneurship 
programs.”

“I like to help people who show that they’re committed!
So if you throw me the ball, I'll throw it back!"

“I have a background in Industrial Product Design and I have a 
multidisciplinary workweek. Besides from being Startup Coach at PLNT since 
2019, I have been a professional musician performing with the trio Jolly 
Mangos  for 12 years. I have 9 years of experience in freelance design 
consultancy where I co-facilitated workshops for Prorail, Stedin, Eneco and 
Gemeente Utrecht. Last but not least, I also created the current packaging line 
of flower giant Bloomon.”

“My vision about this mix is   that you are so much more than just your studies 
or your job! Anything that interests you can have the potential to be part of 
your professional career. That mix of your passion, talent and work is what 
makes you unique. So take your ideas serious and give it a chance for a while! 
The worst thing that can happen is that you had a fun experience playing 
with it right?”

“You are so much more than your education.”

Meet your trainer



Program Startup PLAY

1. Goals and 
expectations

3. Professional 
development

4. Customer needs & 
Value proposition

5. You as potential 
entrepreneur

6. Business models and 
pitching

What do I need to get started?

The most important thing is that you decide that you 
want to work on your idea for the next three months. 
Write it down and make it solid: what is your idea 
exactly? Ask yourself what you want to achieve and what 
you expect from yourself.

You start with a telephonic intake with trainer Sander 
where you briefly pitch your idea. He lets you know 
directly if you qualify for the Startup PLAY program. You 
will then plan a date to have an official intake.

Startup PLAY is a program that helps you turn your idea 
into a validated business plan. It helps you decide if 
entrepreneurship is for you.
We advise you to work on your startup idea for 8 hours 
per week. You can do this at home or at PLNT in 
The Sandbox. Here you can work for free and engage 
with other (student) entrepreneurs. 

Problem space Solution space Validation space

Startup PLAY takes 3 months

Do I want to become an entrepreneur?

ASSESS THE POTENTIAL OF YOUR IDEA

2. Define the 
problem



Program Startup PLAY

What have I achieved at the end?

At the end of Startup Play you will know:

- If entrepreneurships is something for you
- How to assess the potential of your idea

The outcome depends mostly on how much time and 
effort you invest in your startup idea. Outcomes differ 
from validated ideas, up to a fully running starting 
business.

We currently work on creating edubadges for Startup 
Play. An edubage is a resume worthy certificate that 
states a certain level of education of a certain topic. You 
potentially receive Edubadge Level 2: Idea Validation. If 
your educational institute is connected to this platform, 
you can request the badge via your institute.

level 2: Idea Validation

level 1: Startup Orientation

level 3: Startup Validation
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Workshops



● What would you like to learn about yourself?
● What are your most transformative professional 

experiences?
● Who do you trust and look up to?
● How does your team see you?
● What are your commitments for the next three months?

This session is about creating a clear action plan based on your 
goals and expectations. We will go over several tools that can help 
you to define these questions more accurately. Eventually we will 
pitch our expectations to the group to give perspective on what 
everybody will be working on. 

Goals and expectations

Session 1



● What is the size of the overall problem?
● Who are all the players in the problem?
● On which specific part of the problem are you going to 

focus?
● What is your problem definition?
● How can you prove that the problem exists?

This session is about proving the problem you are working on is 
real. And if it is real, how relevant it is for you to solve it. Throughout 
this workshop we will slowly zoom in to a specific part of your 
problem to make it tangible for you to work on. At the end of the 
session you will pitch your problem definition to the group to have 
a clear scope of what you’re going to work on.

Defining the problem

Session 2



Session 3

● Who will be your mentor for the rest of the program?

● What are your top 5 strengths and 5 areas of 
improvement?

● What are the #1 strengths and areas of growth that you 
want to work on?

● How will you challenge yourself to work on your 
professional goals?

● What are your weekly insights?

In this session it is all about how to act on your own desired 
learning goals. There are many different skills you need as an 
entrepreneur to make your business work. We will use tools to learn 
how to prioritise the things you want to work on, and also how to 
take action on them. At the end we pitch our action plan to the 
group to learn with and from each other. 

Professional development 



Session 4

● Who is your customer, what are their needs 
and what do they value?

● What are the assumptions that you have 
about your customer?

● How can you evaluate the assumptions 
about your customer?

● Based on your strengths, how would you 
approach your customer?

● How can you validate that your customer 
has the need for your solution?

In this session it is all about the customers’ needs. If you want to sell 
them anything, you need to understand what they are willing to 
pay for. And if they do pay, how much! Going through your target 
group assumptions, we will create a Value Proposition that you 
need to validate afterwards by connecting with your target group. 
At the end of the session we pitch our Value Proposition.

Customer needs and Value Proposition



Session 5

● What are other people's entrepreneurial journeys?

● What are the pro's and con's of entrepreneurship?

● What are the possible paths that could lead you to 
becoming an entrepreneur?

● Can you make your vision for the future practical?

● Explain whether entrepreneurship is (or is not) something 
for you

This session is about looking back and forward in your professional 
journey. Do you like the ecosystem you’ve created for yourself? 
Would this be something you can see yourself doing after Startup 
PLAY? And how would that look like? We will go through multiple 
timelines to find out weather entrepreneurship is something for 
you. You will pitch your most preferable timeline to the group!

You are a potential entrepreneur



Session 6

● How will you make money?

● What is my business model? 

● How to give a good pitch

● What do you need to test to validate your model?

● How can you test your main feature? (MVP)

● Who do you need to test?

● How much do you need to get started?

This session is about finding the right business model for your 
solution. There are so many ways to sell food for example! So what 
you’re offering probably has it’s own way too. But your model 
shouldn’t only last for a month, so we’re also going to have a look at 
ways to make your model Future proof. And as we fill this in, we will 
automatically fill in a pitch deck to practice your pitch with! We will 
finish the program after pitching with a little drink after, so reserve 
extra time for this final workshop!

Business model & Pitch workshop



Free workspace and coaching in the Sandbox at PLNT. This place 
is especially for you asr young entrepreneur to work on your startup 
idea among all the other young entrepreneurs. If you attend the 
program you can work here every day of the week except for the 
weekends. And the coffee is good & free!

From Tuesday until Thursday there is a Trainer available which 
can request things such as:

● Coaching 
● Feedback sessions
● Brainstorms
● Contacts
● Relevant events

The reason we do this is to give you the option on how much time 
you want to spend on your startup Idea. There is no ‘one size fits all’ 
way to go. This keeps it flexible for you and your trainer!

If you want it, come and get it!

The Sandbox



Sandbox

Flex workspace
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Playground

Workshops



In short

6x PLAYGROUND Workshops

Free working in Sandbox

Thursday
16:00 - 18:00

Mo / Vr OPTIONAL

MANDATORY

Startup PLAY takes 3 months

You can sign up any time! It’s starts when you want to!



Sign up

Scan and get in contact 
with your trainer to sign 
up for Startup PLAY!

Entreprecurious WhatsApp group

Click HERE for results 
from former editions 
and the sign up link!

https://linktr.ee/entreprecurious


PLNT Startup program for idea validation:

Startup PLAY
Where Ideas meets validation


